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2019 Annual Investor Letter From Our Managing Director & CIO 

 
Dear Investors,  
 
This past year has been the most turbulent one of the past decade with all sorts of notable shifts 
in attitudes on various global matters that occurred. Such as the « urgency » generated by Greta 
Thunberg on climate change, social mobility tensions rising globally, gender inequality 
awareness at levels never seen before, polarised political systems becoming more common, and 
etc. 
 
On the financial side, we’ve seen China’s credit markets beginning to tumble with significant 
corporations (some SOEs) becoming insolvent, an ongoing trade war that has investors on edge, 
an inverted yield curve, distorted monetary policy, and so much more. All of these factors put 
together has everyone asking whether this time it’s different? Despite the temptation of 
suggesting that a major market event (e.g. inversion of the yield curve) is due to a culmination of 
factors that have been starkly different to before - saying “this time it’s different” is still one of 
the biggest mistakes made. As this completely omits the issues that are present and that need 
to be addressed if we really are willing to be in a “different” situation in comparison to the past. 
 
At Heijin, the team had a fairly bleak outlook on markets for 2019 - especially in some regions - 
but due to our cautious stance, we developed a much more rigorous research process in order 
to seek out opportunities in markets. This has made some of our picks that we openly presented 
in our commentaries throughout the whole year very fruitful (most notably our theses on Shipping 
equities, Chinese Debt, Pork Prices, Beyond Meat, RealReal, Fitbit, and more).  
 
On top of this, we have recently opened up our Hong Kong office under Heijin Asset 
Management. And, since the summer we have finalised our Advisory Board with which we are 
looking forward to working closely with for many years to come.  
 
As a firm, 2019 was by far the most dynamic we have had, with the launch of our flagship Vulture 
Fund and the development of our Strategic Financing Advisory service. The team has worked 
exceptionally hard in order to curate the strategy of the Vulture Fund as best as possible for the 
first investors being on-boarded in January 2020. We have now agreed to partner up with the 
>15bn real estate arm of an independent global boutique investment firm which will generate the 
majority of the deal flow for the Credit side of the strategy (Mezzanine and Senior Debt 
opportunities). On the other hand, via our Strategic Financing Advisory activities we have been 
working on 2 significant residential and commercial real estate developments (London and South 
of France respectively), a seed round for fin-tech which marks our first entry into the VC space, 
and finally on the acquisition of US Energy Assets.  
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For 2020, Heijin views the recent change in sentiment as positive since in the end can a crisis 
come from a consistent risk-averse stance from all market participants? As a result, this year we 
will be chasing cash generative businesses with solid foundations that are capable of adapting 
to changes in the world more than ever before. Since as we saw in 2019 some companies are 
beginning to fade away little by little simply due to scandals that propagate faster than ever 
before (e.g. Boeing) or because of business models that had no repeatability and/or adaptive 
capacities (e.g. JCPenney).  
 
Overall, we see some potential in EMs, most notably in Russia where valuations are almost a 
free lunch. Conversely, in DMs despite the “bright” prospects outlined by some companies for 
future earnings and growth, we would be more cautious. For our investors, we prefer allocating 
to private credit via mezzanine or senior debt on real estate developments in carefully selected 
regions.   
 
The year ahead will definitely be an interesting one whether that’s in the political world or in the 
financial markets - unfortunately, we are not optimists this year either. For the firm, 2020 will be 
our first fully operational year so it will be full throttle ahead from now on. We look forward to 
adding more value than ever to all our investors and partners in 2020. 
 
The Heijin Capital Team wishes you an incredible year ahead full of joy, happiness, and fulfilment.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Gregory Laurent Josi 
Managing Director & CIO 
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Glimpse into 2020: Introduction of the Strategic Financing Advisory 
 
In the past year, Heijin has also developed a Strategic Financing Advisory service, which will act 
in a similar way to a Merchant Bank. As Heijin is still in its relative infancy and lacks the capital 
to act as such, apart from the financing services. This will act as a stepping stone venture to 
progress into Merchant Banking Division in the future.   
 
Despite this, in a short period, Heijin has had a substantial amount of deal flow and is present 
on the financing of deals in the U.S., Europe, UK, and France with a total potential market value 
of >USD240m. Given our network in the industry with financial institutions, family offices and 
HNWIs we are well-positioned to provide clients with this service. We have an established 
network of global investors that we will help our clients raise capital from.  
 
The new Strategic Financing Advisory service will provide the sourcing of equity funds for 
development projects and property investments, as well as the coordination and implementation 
of capital funding, including assistance with negotiation and more. Furthermore, the flexibility of 
our Partners being both domestic and offshore, as well as traditional and non-traditional 
business partners, give this division an unparalleled maneuverability in this modern world filled 
with red tape.  
 
We are looking forward to being able to add value to our clients and investors via our SFA service.  
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DISCLAIMER  
Persons who access the information made available on the Heijin Capital S.A.  and its affiliates (collectively, “Heijin”) website (the 
“website”) agree to the following:  
  
While the material on this website is often about investments, none of it is offered as investment advice. For members of the public, 
this means that neither the receipt nor the distribution of information through this website constitutes the formation of an investment 
advisory relationship or any similar client relationship. The materials on this website are for informational purposes only and may not 
be relied on by any person for any purpose and are not, and should not be construed as investment, financial, legal, tax or other 
advice, recommendation or research. 
  
The information contained herein does not constitute a distribution, an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities 
in any jurisdiction in which such distribution or offer is not authorized.  
  
This website may contain forward-looking statements on our current expectations and projections about future events. Statements 
that are predictive in nature, that depend upon or refer to future events or conditions or that include words such as “expects,” 
“anticipates,” “intends,” “plans,” “believes,” “estimates,” “thinks,” “seeks,” “targets,” “forecasts,” “could” or the negative of such 
terms or other variations on such terms or comparable terminology. Similarly, statements that describe Heijin's objectives, plans or 
goals are forward-looking. Any forward-looking statements are based on Heijin's current intent, belief, expectations, 
estimates and projections. These statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve risks, uncertainties, assumptions 
and other factors that are difficult to predict and that could cause actual results to differ materially.  
  
These factors include, among other things, (1) general economic and business conditions; (2) new governmental regulations and 
changes in, or the failure to comply with existing governmental regulation, (3) legislative proposals that impact our industry or the 
way we do business, (4) competition, and (5) our ability to attract and retain qualified personnel. Accordingly, you should not rely 
upon forward-looking statements as a prediction of actual results and actual results may vary materially from what is expressed in 
or indicated by the forward-looking statements.  
  
No representation or warranty is given in respect of the correctness of the information contained herein as at any future date. Certain 
information included in this communication is based on information obtained from third-party sources considered to be reliable. Any 
projections or analysis provided to assist the recipient of this communication in evaluating the matters described herein may be 
based on subjective assessments and assumptions and may use one among alternative methodologies that produce different 
results. Accordingly, any projections or analysis should not be viewed as factual and should not be relied upon as an accurate 
prediction of future results. In addition, this website may contain performance and other data. Past performance is not indicative of 
future performance. 
  
This website contains hyperlinks to websites operated by Heijin and other parties. Heijin does not control the content or accuracy 
of information on third-party websites and does not otherwise endorse the material placed on such sites.  
  
All information and content on this website is furnished “AS IS,” without warranty of any kind, express or implied. Heijin will not 
assume any liability for any loss or damage of any kind arising, whether direct or indirect, caused by the use of any part of the 
information provided. Heijin and its licensors do not warrant that the content is accurate, reliable or correct; that the website will be 
available at any particular time or location; that any defects or errors will be corrected; that unauthorized access to or 
misappropriation of the content will not occur; or that the content is free of viruses or other harmful components. Your use of the 
website is solely at your risk.  
  
The entire website is subject to copyright with all rights reserved. No permission is granted to copy, distribute, modify, post or frame 
any text, graphics, video, audio, software code, or user interface design or logos. The information contained in  shall not be 
published, rewritten for broadcast or publication or redistributed in any medium without prior written permission from Heijin. 
 
Thank you for your understanding, 
Heijin Capital Management 
 
*Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. The value of investments and the income derived 
from investments will fluctuate and can go down as well as up. A loss of principal may occur. 
 


